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In this article, we present a simple, inexpensive, and effective method for measuring the capac-
itor charge and discharge processes using a Light Emitting Diode (LED) and the light meter of a
smartphone. We propose a simple circuit in which the LED’s brightness is linear on the capacitor’s
voltage, allowing us to use the smartphone to monitor the capacitor state accurately. The method
is tested experimentally, giving highly satisfactory results. Its exceptional combination of accuracy,
minimal requirements, and ease of setup makes it an excellent way to introduce undergraduate
students to the concepts of electricity and electronics in any educational setting.

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

In the recent years, a plethora of scientific articles re-
lated to the creation of virtual and homemade labora-
tories have appeared [1–8]. This surge in interest has
been especially motivated by the COVID-19 pandemic,
during which students may not have had access to tradi-
tional laboratory equipment or may not have been able
to attend in-person classes [9–12]. Particularly, in the
field of physics, there were already existing specific web
pages and resources. Mere outstanding examples include
the University of Colorado’s PhET [13] or the University
of St Andrews’ QuVis [14]. These webpages offer sim-
ulations to work with, where hands-on sessions can be
designed for students of different levels. However, even
though these virtual experiments provide invaluable in-
sight, a crucial step in physics learning is related to ma-
nipulating real equipment and components, including a
genuine visualization of the physical laws learned in the-
ory. In electronics education, Arduino [15] has partially
solved this issue [16–19]. Its main benefit lies in the ver-
satility it does offer, which allows one to build and inte-
grate a wide range of sensors and automation systems.
This makes it an excellent platform for introducing stu-
dents to the basics of experimental physics, electronics
and programming, allowing them to engage in hands-on
experiments. However, they are not always available in
education centers and they require specific knowledge in
the aforementioned areas.

Nevertheless, there is another versatile platform
equipped with a vast selection of sensors that nearly ev-
eryone possesses in their pockets today: the smartphone.
Thanks to its wide availability and ease of use, the role of
this device in education has been continuously increasing
in the last few years [20–24], especially due to the cre-
ation of specific software which allows the manipulation
of their sensors [25, 26]. They make possible the design of
cheap and intuitive experiments with everyday devices,
which can be easily replicated by students at home and
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at low cost. This helps to engage students and make
learning physics more accessible.

In line with this approach, we propose a novel method
to study electric circuits using the light meter of a smart-
phone. In particular, we consider a simple RC circuit
[27, 28] where the charging and discharging can be mea-
sured through the brightness of a LED, as seen in Fig. 1.
As we will show, this not only constitutes an accessible,
intuitive, and inexpensive way to illustrate the behavior
of this circuit but also a surprisingly accurate method to
measure it. The article is structured as follows. First, we
provide the relevant physical concepts involved in the ex-
periment, where the circuit is presented and its dynamics
are solved. Next, we present the experimental setup and
the smartphone app used to measure the LED brightness.
Then, we present the results of an actual realization of
the experiment, confirming its validity. Finally, we ex-
plore an alternative arrangement of the LEDs to analyze
the same phenomenon.

II. CIRCUIT PROPOSAL AND SOLUTION

The circuit of interest in this article is shown in
Fig. 2 (left). It is made of just a DC voltage source,
a switch, two resistors, a capacitor, and an LED. The
LED and one of the resistors are connected in parallel
with the capacitor, so that the current across them (and
therefore its brightness) is proportional to the capacitor
voltage minus the LED forward voltage. This allows one
to directly measure the state of the capacitor through the
brightness of the LED.

In what follows, we will first solve the equations of
the circuit and then we will derive the relations between
the capacitor voltage and the LED’s brightness. The
theoretical solution of the capacitor voltage in this circuit
is illustrated in Fig. 3.

A. Charging circuit

When the switch in the circuit is closed, the capacitor
starts to charge. By virtue of Kirchoff’s laws [27, 28], one
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup to measure the voltage of the ca-
pacitor through the LED brightness in both the charging and
discharging processes. The breadboard is rotated and placed
vertically so that the LED is pointing to the smartphone’s
light meter. We used a Xiaomi Redmi Note 8T smartphone
to test the method.

obtains the following system of equations, VS = IR1 + ILR2 + VL

VC = ILR2 + VL

I = IC + IL

, (1)

with the meaning of each variable shown in Fig. 2 (left).
Although an exact description of the LED behavior
would require accounting for its non-linear nature [28],
in Eqn. (1), we have assumed an ideal behavior with a
constant forward voltage drop VL. As it is later confirmed
in Sec. V, this approximation suffices for the analysis re-
quired in this work. Solving this system and using that
IC = CdVC/dt, we obtain the following differential equa-
tion in VC

CR1
dVC

dt
+ (γ + 1)VC − (VS + γVL) = 0, (2)

where γ = R1/R2. This is a simple constant coefficient
linear ODE, whose analytical solution is

VC(t) = VC,max

(
1− VC,max − VC(0)

VC,max
exp [−t/τc]

)
, (3)

where the time constant of the circuit is τc =
CR1/ (γ + 1) and VC,max = (VS + γVL)/(γ + 1) is the
capacitor voltage in the steady-state.
As we will see in the following point, the capacitor volt-

age starts from VL after the first charge-discharge cycle.

With this initial condition, VC(0) = VL, we obtain the
solution of VC(t) during the charge

VC(t)− VL =
VS − VL

γ + 1
(1− exp [−t/τc]) , (4)

which corresponds to the blue curves above the VL line
in Fig. 3.
To end this section, some comments are in order. First,

we can see that, in contrast to the typical RC circuit, the
capacitor never reaches the voltage of the source. This is
caused by the current that powers the LED, which also
flows through R1 generating a voltage drop that reduces
the voltage available on the capacitor. Another differ-
ence is that the time constant of the charging circuit is
different from the usual τ = RC due to the way the LED
is connected. Finally, if the condition VC(0) ≥ VL is not
verified (for example in the first cycle), no current flows
through R2 and the capacitor and the circuit behave as
a usual RC circuit with its corresponding time constant
(see first charge in Fig. 3).

B. Discharging circuit

We proceed with the discharge process. When the
switch is opened, the circuit is simplified to a regular
RC circuit with an LED in series, which obeys

VC + I ′R2 + VL = 0. (5)

The resultant differential equation is

CR2
dVC

dt
+ VC − VL = 0, (6)

which can be solved using the initial condition VC(0) =
VC,max to obtain

VC(t)− VL = (VC,max − VL) exp [−t/τd] , (7)

where τd = CR2 is the new time constant of the circuit.
This solution is analogous as the one of a regular RC cir-
cuit, with VC(t)−VL replacing VC(t). As we advanced in
the previous section, the capacitor’s voltage can not drop
below VL, in contrast to a standard RC circuit where it
goes to zero in the t → ∞ limit. It is also worth remark-
ing that the time constant in the discharge is different
than the one during the charge in the circuit. In Sec-
tion VI, we present an alternative circuit which solves
this problem, but also introduces other difficulties.

C. LED intensity and circuit current

Once the charge and discharge equations are solved, we
come back to the main point of this article: measuring
the capacitor voltage through the LED brightness. In
order to do so, we derive below the relation between these
two quantities.
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FIG. 2. Left. Diagram of the proposed circuit. Right. Setup on a breadboard with an Arduino-like board as a voltage source.

We start by remembering that in an ideal LED, the
brightness, BL, is proportional to the current IL that
flows through it. In our circuit, this is equal to (VC −
VL)/R2 by Ohm’s law, so that

BL ∝ (VC − VL). (8)

This equation allows us to determine τ by measuring
the brightness during the charge and discharge of the ca-
pacitor. During the charge, we can use the previous ex-
pression to rewrite Eqn. (3) in terms of the LED bright-
ness as

BL(t) = BL,max

(
1− BL,max −BL(0)

BL,max
exp[−t/τc]

)
,

(9)
where BL,max is the maximum brightness of the LED,
reached when VC(t) = VC,max. From this equation, we
can easily measure τ from the slope of a linear regression
of log[BL,max − BL(t)] vs t, which is given by −1/τc. In

t

0

VL

VC,max

V

Charge

Discharge

FIG. 3. Theoretical solutions of the ODEs presented in Sec-
tion II for several charging and discharging cycles. At the
beginning the tension in the capacitor is zero, but after the
first complete charge it remains above VL during subsequent
discharges.

the discharge process, we proceed in an analogous way
to obtain in this case

BL(t) = BL,max exp[−t/τd], (10)

from where we can obtain τd from the slope of logBL(t)
vs. t, which is now −1/τd.

III. THE SMARTPHONE APP

In order to measure the brightness of the LED, we
used the smartphone’s light meter using free app Physics
Toolbox Suite [26], available for both Android and iOS
devices. This app grants access to a wide range of sensors
and measurement tools included in the smartphone, as
well as a data logger and graphing tools which can be
used to record and analyze data in real-time or to export
them in an external file.
Specifically, in this experiment we used the light me-

ter of the phone, which can be accessed through “Light
Meter” button under the main menu. Fig 4 displays a
screenshot of the app while measuring the LED’s bright-
ness during the experiment. The main plot shows the
illuminance measured by the sensors against time, with
the instantaneous illuminance shown at the top left cor-
ner in lux. Another important feature is the red button
in the top right corner, which is used to start and stop the
data acquisition. This data is then saved in .csv format
for later analysis.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Having introduced the theory in the previous explana-
tions, we proceed to explain the experimental procedure
for the experiment. First, we prepared the circuit on
a breadboard, as shown in Fig. 2 (right). We used an
Arduino-like board as a voltage source, but any sort of
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FIG. 4. Screenshot of the smartphone app Physics Toolbox
Suite measuring the LED’s brightness during a load-discharge
cycle.

DC source such as a simple battery or even the power
wires of a stripped USB cable would work. Resistors
should be chosen so that the current drawn from the
source stays within its specified maximum limit.

Next, we proceed with a crucial step: aligning the LED
with the light meter of the phone. This sensor is usually
located above the screen, close to the front camera. In
order to ensure the proper alignment of the LED, the
simplest method is to measure using the app and adjust
the LED’s position until a maximum in the reading is
achieved. Beware that placing the LED too close to the
sensor may result in the light intensity exceeding the lim-
its of the sensor, so it is important to check this to avoid
saturated readings. A final consideration is the ambient
light, which may interfere with the readings of the sensor.
Therefore, it is advisable to conduct the experiment in a
dimly lit room or to shield the experimental setup with a
thick cloth. Fig. 1 illustrates a possible arrangement for
the experiment.

Once the setup is prepared, we continue with the mea-
surements. Initially, we perform a full charge and dis-
charge cycle so that in the subsequent charge the capaci-
tor voltage begins at VL, as explained in Section II. After
this, we initiate the data acquisition through the app and
we start the charging process by flipping the switch. The
LED’s luminosity will gradually increase until the charge

is complete. The end of the charging can be seen in
real-time on the phone or can be estimated through the
equations. Then, we flip again the switch to measure the
brightness during the discharging until the LED becomes
completely black. Finally, we stop the measurement and
the data are exported to a .csv file, which can then be
analyzed with an external program.
A final remark concerning the light meter lies in the de-

termination of the uncertainty in its measurements. Un-
fortunately, the accuracy limits of smartphone’s light me-
ters are rarely provided by manufacturers. However, it is
worth remarking that the experiment aims to offer a valid
and accessible way to understand RC circuits. In cases
where knowing the measurement uncertainties is manda-
tory, other well-established methods such as oscilloscope-
based techniques are available.

V. VALIDATION OF THE METHOD

In order to validate the presented method, we per-
formed the experiment using the values of the compo-
nents displayed in Table I and the light meter of a Xiaomi
Redmi Note 8T smartphone.

Component Value Error

C 490 µF 20 µF
R1 4.72 kΩ 0.04 kΩ

R2 4.69 kΩ 0.04 kΩ

VS 5.14V 0.03V

VL 2.50V 0.02V

TABLE I. Components used in the experiment with their cor-
responding experimental error.

After following the steps outlined above, we obtained
luminosity curves for both the charging and discharging
processes, which are shown in Fig. 5 (left) along with
the corresponding expected theoretical curves based on
Eqs. (9) and (10). Taking the logarithms in each curve
as explained in Section IIC, we estimated the time con-
stants of both processes using linear regressions (recall
that they differ in this circuit). This is displayed in
Fig. 5 (right), where we can appreciate an outstanding
agreement between the theory and the experiment. In
particular, we can see that, aside from the end of the
curves, the data is linear and that the slopes mcharge and
mdischarge completely match the theoretical ones τ−1

c and

τ−1
d , respectively. This is further confirmed in Table II,
which displays the numerical values of these slopes. Al-
together, these results strongly support the effectiveness
of the method presented in this paper.
In reference to the deviations from the theory shown in

Fig. 5 (right), some comments are in order. First, the dif-
ference observed at the end of the log(Bmax

L −BL) curve is
probably caused by the finite precision of the light meter,
which is unable to properly measure the small differences
Bmax

L −BL during the final stages of the charging. As for
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FIG. 5. Left. Comparison between the theoretical values obtained by solving the ODEs and the experimental data of the
illuminance obtained with the light meter. Both simulations and experiments have been performed for the parameter values
given in Table I. The agreement of both curves demonstrates the success in measuring the capacitor voltage indirectly through
the LED intensity and the proper approach done in the theoretical explanation. Right. Linear regressions of log(Bmax

L −BL)
and log(BL) during the charging and discharging processes, respectively. The slopes of the theoretical and experimental lines
are displayed in Table II.

the deviations observed at the beginning of the previous
curve and at the end of the curve log(BL), we suspect
that these are caused by a deviation of the LED’s behav-
ior from the ideal one at very low currents. In principle,
this could be fixed by measuring the I versus V curve of
the LED [28] and using it to solve the differential equa-
tions, but this falls outside the scope of this work.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the accuracy of the
method is quite dependent on the quality of the smart-
phone sensors. We repeated the experiment with other
older smartphones and, while they provided satisfactory
estimations with relative errors below 10%, they were far
from the precision of the results shown above.

Experimental Theoretical

1/τc 0.874± 0.003 0.87± 0.04

1/τd 0.4276± 0.0018 0.435± 0.018

TABLE II. Experimental and theoretical calculations of the
time constant in the charge and discharge process. Both val-
ues are obtained by performing linear regressions for each set
of data: the experimental obtained by the sensor and the the-
oretical ones given by the solution of the ODEs presented in
Section II.

VI. ALTERNATIVE CIRCUIT

In the following discussion, we will explore another
possible circuit, depicted in Fig. 6. As we will see, this
new circuit solves some of the problems in the original
circuit but presents other disadvantages.

This proposed layout is just a slight modification of
the standard RC circuit with two parallel LEDs in oppo-
site directions, which are placed in series with the rest of

the components. This new arrangement with two diodes
is required because the current flows in different direc-
tions depending on the state of the switch. One of the
advantages of this configuration is that its equations are
as straightforward to solve as those of the standard RC
circuit. In particular, it can be easily shown that after
the first cycle, the voltage at the capacitor and the cur-
rent across the correctly oriented LED (and therefore its
brightness) are given by the following expressions:

• Charge:

VC(t) = VL + (VS − 2VL)(1− exp [−t/RC]). (11)

I(t) =
VS − 2VL

R
exp [−t/RC] . (12)

• Discharge:

VC(t)− VL = (VS − 2VL) exp [−t/RC] . (13)

I(t) = −VS − 2VL

R
exp [−t/RC] . (14)

In order to solve these ODEs, we have considered the
initial conditions VC(0) = VL for the charge and VC(0) =
VS − VL for the discharge.
Unlike the circuit presented in Section II, in this case,

both the charge and discharge processes follow the usual
time constant of the RC circuit, τ = RC. However,
the current I across the LED in this circuit is propor-
tional to the voltage drop in the resistor, and therefore
its brightness displays an exponential decay in both pro-
cesses. This makes the relation between the capacitor
state and the LED’s brightness less intuitive, rendering
this arrangement less suitable for an illustrative demon-
stration of the RC circuit.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have proposed a novel and effective
approach for measuring capacitor charge and discharge
processes using a LED and the light meter of a smart-
phone. By exploiting the LED’s light intensity as an
indicator of the voltage across the capacitor, this tech-
nique provides an accurate and reliable measurement of
the capacitor state during the charge and discharge cy-
cles. One of the main advantages of this technique lies
in its simplicity and ease of implementation, as it only
requires widely available and basic equipment. As a con-
sequence, it can be readily used in educational settings to
teach fundamental concepts of electricity and electronics.

This work opens the door to developing other exper-
iments in electronics following the same concept, where
the use of smartphones could be integrated to provide
real-time monitoring of the magnitudes of interest. More-
over, future work in this area might focus on exploring
new applications in different fields, where the magnitudes
of interest can be indirectly assessed by monitoring the
brightness of LEDs. Overall, the use of smartphones rep-
resents a promising avenue for advancing in the field of
electronics and physics education. Its potential appli-
cations are numerous and diverse, and its simplicity and
accuracy make it an attractive option for researchers and
teachers alike. Its integration into physics education will
certainly lead us to improved and innovative teaching
methodologies.
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